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APCON Announces Presence at CISCO Live UK 2013

APCON presents industry-leading packet aggregation switch product family

Wilsonville, OR (PRWEB UK) 22 January 2013 -- APCON, Inc., the industry leader for intelligent data traffic
management solutions for network monitoring, today announced their plans for the upcoming Cisco Live 2013
exhibition, to be held January 28 – February 1 in London, United Kingdom. APCON will be exhibiting
throughout the event, participating in the expo’s educational and technical networking mission. APCON’s
presence on Cisco Live show floor will reflect its leadership status in the data center networking community.

Products on Display at Cisco Live

“The new products we delivered throughout 2012 have greatly expanded our customers’ ability to monitor,
control and secure their network. We are looking forward to demonstrating our end-to-end solutions at Cisco
Live,” says Richard Rauch, President and CEO of APCON.

APCON will showcase several new products that have been released since the last Cisco Live event in Europe.
Visit us at booth E59.

Time stamping – Measure transactional latency and identify accurate financial trading timing by monitoring
and stamping each packet with a precise time as it enters the network monitoring switch.

Packet slicing – Truncate every packet just beyond the header as it enters the network monitoring switch. This
allows a much small stream of data to be sent to monitoring tools, greater throughput, and larger time windows
on network data recorders.

Packet controller – Eliminate copies of redundant packets in the monitored network before they arrive at the
monitoring and security tools.

High-density 10G port blade – Monitor a rapidly growing number of 10G network segments with your existing
1G monitoring tools. APCON’s INTELLAFLEX high-density port blades (up to 288 ports in a 8RU chassis)
are configurable for 1G or 10G operation and offer packet aggregation, data rate conversion, data filtering and
load balancing.

High-density 10G/40G port blade – Configure and aggregate up to 32 ports of 40G and 96 ports of 10G
Ethernet. APCON’s high-density INTELLAFLEX blade provides 8 ports of 40G Ethernet, together with 24
ports of configurable 1G or 10G Ethernet.

Self-contained switch and monitoring tool – Isolate, store and analyze with the popular Wireshark® analysis
software, network traffic right on the monitoring switch. APCON’s INTELLASTORE is a compact packet
aggregation switch optimized for small locations and distributed networks.

Multi-switch management solution – Share expensive analysis devices and seamlessly manage port
interconnections spanning multiple switches and locations throughout your network. APCON’s TITAN EP™
multi-switch management application allows managers to maintain and batch-upgrade an entire inventory of
APCON switches from a single screen at any location.
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About APCON
APCON develops innovative, scalable technology solutions to enhance network monitoring, support IT traffic
analysis, and streamline IT network management and security. The company serves as the industry leader for
state-of-the-art IT data aggregation, filtering, and network switching products, as well as leading-edge
management-software support. Organizations in over 50 countries currently depend on APCON solutions in
their network infrastructures. Customers include Global Fortune 500 companies, banks and financial services
institutions, telecommunication and service providers, government and military organizations, and computer
equipment manufacturers. For more information, visit www.apcon.com or follow on Twitter at @APCON.
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Contact Information
APCON Marketing Communications & PR
APCON, Inc.
http://www.apcon.com/
1-503-682-4050

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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